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THE SNOWY DAY

16-17 SEASON

DELIVER THE LETTER

When Peter wants to mail a letter to his friend Amy, he has to put her address on the envelope. The address is a set of
clues the mail carrier will use to find her. Addresses are often written in order from the smallest place you would look
for on a map to the largest. It’s like you are looking at where you want the letter to go and zooming out from there to
give someone clues about how to find it.
For example, Seattle Children’s Theatre’s address is:

Seattle Children’s Theatre
201 Thomas Street
Seattle, WA

If you were looking at a map, you would start at Seattle Children’s Theatre, zoom out to 201 Thomas Street, zoom out
to Seattle and then out again to Washington.
Now it’s your turn! Look around for someone at your home and make up an address for them. Here’s an example:
Start with a name: JAIDEN
Zoom out a little. What do you see that can be a clue to where they are: SITTING IN A RED CHAIR
Zoom out farther: UNDER A TREE
And one last zoom: IN THE BACKYARD
Now you have your address!
On the next page, you’re going to write a letter to that person, fold the paper into an envelope and write
the address on it, then deliver it to them.

This content was customized from The Snowy Day’s Active Audience Guide.

1. Cut across the dotted line.
2. Turn the page over the the blank side and write your letter.
3. Fold along the lines in order from 1 to 4 to cover your writing and make an envelope.
4. Seal it with a small piece of tape or a sticker.
5. Write the address on the other side. You can draw a stamp, too.
6. Now it’s ready for you to deliver!
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